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Introduction
Gardiner, Montana, the original gateway community to the world’s
first national park, is at a crucial point in its development.
With its storied history as a staging area for visitors from across the country
and around the world who come to experience Yellowstone National Park,
to its important role as a commercial hub for nearby ranching and outfitting
operations, to the housing it provides for park and forest workers, Gardiner
is widely recognized as a community with character, and characters. It is
also becoming clear that it is a community in transition, which has many
concerned about losing what makes Gardiner a great community.
To ensure Gardiner remains an authentic, vibrant, and healthy community,
a Leadership Team of Gardiner residents partnered with Park County,
Montana State University Extension, and Future West, a Bozeman-based
non-profit, to organize Successful Gardiner.
The project consists of three phases:
Phase 1: LEARNING, in which residents develop a common understanding
of community assets, trends, and challenges, plus a series of interviews
and surveys to identify resident attitudes.

The
Successful
Gardiner
Project
consists of
three phases:

Phase 2: VISIONING, designed to identify the type of future residents
desire for the community; a visioning workshop will be held in May 2019.
Phase 3: ACTION PLANNING to identify the steps necessary to reach that
desired future.
This Gardiner Community Profile is part of the first phase
of the project, LEARNING.

PHASE 1

LEARNING
PHASE 2

VISIONING
PHASE 3

ACTION
PLANNING
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Successful Gardiner wants to engage all of our community in a dialogue and
problem-solving process to accomplish these outcomes:

■■ Identify our shared community values that define who
we are and what we care about.
■■ Build a common understanding of our issues, underlying
causes, and potential solutions.
■■ Develop a prioritized action plan to address issues and
capitalize on opportunities.
■■ Support action teams to implement prioritized projects
that achieve our community goals.
■■ Celebrate our successes!

TO LEARN MORE

about Successful Gardiner, visit www.successfulgardiner.org
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This Gardiner
Community Profile
is part of the first
phase of the project,
LEARNING.
This section of the
Community Profile
is intended to inform
discussions about
opportunities and
challenges for meeting
the community’s
housing challenges.
It is the first of four
sections.

Background
This report is intended as a companion piece to the Housing Needs
Assessment and Five Year Action Plan report completed by the Human
Resource Development Council (HRDC) and Montana State University
Extension in 2015.
Much of the information contained herein is from that study, which
combined data analysis with community surveys and stakeholder group
interviews. The HRDC study also included a five-point housing action
plan, excerpts of which can be found at the end of this report. The
guiding principles of the study were:
■■ Residents deserve safe, stable, affordable, and accessible
homes within a reasonable proximity to school, work, and
essential services.
■■ Future economic growth and prosperity depends upon having an
adequate supply of homes and rental units available to residents of
various incomes and household sizes.

58%

households that
could not find
something available
to rent

■■ The solutions to providing affordable housing should involve diverse
approaches and mechanisms – there is no one solution.
■■ Availability of housing for residents of all income levels is essential
for attracting and retaining employers, employees, and citizens
essential to our community’s prosperity and maintaining a sense
of community.
The HRDC study, and studies by the University of Montana, paint a
picture of significant housing problems in Gardiner. In particular, surveys
completed by both HRDC and the University document widespread
concern about housing. From the HRDC surveys:
■■ In the past five years, many households have experienced difficulty
renting in Gardiner, including 58% that could not find something
available, 40% due to insufficient income/high prices, and 33%
because they have a pet(s).
■■ Purchasing a home is also difficult for many; 38% had difficulty due
to income/high prices, 30% because of the lack of available homes,
and 11% did not have down-payment and/or closing costs.
■■ A large majority of business respondents (93%) believe there has
been a decrease in housing availability in Gardiner. This decrease
has negatively or very negatively affected 41% of respondents’
ability to recruit and retain employees.
Dr. Norma Nickerson from the Institute for Tourism and Recreation
Research at the University of Montana also conducted surveys in
Gardiner that, in part, pertained to housing. In Dr. Nickerson’s latest
study, “Gardiner, Montana: Resident Perceptions Before and After
Development”, she compared survey results from 2018 with a similar
CLICK TO JUMP BACK TO
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93%

businesses that
believe there has
been a decrease in
housing availability

38%

households that had
difficulty purchasing
a home

Gardiner study she completed in 2013. She found that housing was a
primary concern in 2013 and became an even bigger concern, with less
resident satisfaction, in 2018. 23% of all comments from the 2018 survey
were about housing. Typical comments were:
■■ “Not enough year-round housing for long-term residents and employees.”
■■ “Not enough affordable housing.”
■■ “Too many residents and long-term employees are being displaced.”
■■ “Difficult to attract families to Gardiner due to housing issues.”
The study goes on to state:
“Without housing, people will not work in town or they live elsewhere and
commute. This causes a ripple effect of no employees, less children in the
school system and eventually a place where people do not want to live. It
has already started.”
The lack of available and affordable housing in Gardiner poses considerable
challenges for the community.
■■ It makes it hard for the businesses to hire the workforce they need to
be successful.
■■ It makes it hard for the school district to recruit teachers.
■■ It results in many workers having to make long, difficult commutes.
■■ Finally, these housing challenges threaten the “civic infrastructure”
of the community. Gardiner’s strength comes from the diversity of its
residents and their civic participation, which are undermined by the lack
of affordability.
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“Without housing,
people will not
work in town or
they live elsewhere
and commute. This
causes a ripple effect
of no employees,
less children in the
school system, and
eventually a place
where people do not
want to live. It has
already started.”

Gardiner Housing Supply
& Demand Characteristics
Housing prices and availability, whether for rental or purchase,
are determined by the supply and demand of housing. Gardiner’s
housing market has seen supply outstripped by demand, especially
in the past decade.

Housing Supply
The number of homes available for residents (“long-term housing”)
appears to be actually shrinking due to seasonal use and shortterm rentals, such as Airbnb. As stated in the HRDC Housing Needs
Assessment, “construction (from 2000 to 2010) kept pace with
population increases, but it cannot keep pace with the conversion of
units to seasonal use”.
■■ In particular, the supply of rental housing is quite tight relative to
demand. Recent community surveys and conversations with rental
unit owners confirm this.
■■ Land on which to build new housing is scarce. Gardiner is largely
surrounded by federal land and steep slopes, both of which are
unbuildable. Buildable land does exist within Gardiner, but it is not
known at this time if owners of that land would be willing to develop
it, or sell it for development.
■■ The densities needed to build an adequate supply of housing,
especially housing affordable to low and moderate income residents,
requires central water and sewer, as opposed to the individual wells
and septic tanks found in low-density rural housing. Gardiner does
have a modern central water and sewer system, but its geographic
extent is limited.
■■ New housing will likely also require upgrades in road infrastructure,
which increases development costs.
■■ Anecdotally, some have expressed concern that commercial uses
are replacing homes once used as residences. It may be that the
return on investment for commercial uses is greater than that of
residential uses.
■■ Legal authority: because Gardiner is not an incorporated town with a
government that can pass ordinances, it cannot address the reduction
of housing supply through conversion of long-term rental housing to
short-term rental housing or commercial uses.
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Construction (from
2000 to 2010) kept
pace with population
increases, but it
cannot keep pace with
the conversion of
units to seasonal use.

Gardiner’s housing
market has seen
supply outstripped by
demand, especially in
the past decade.

Housing Demand
■■ At the same time the long-term housing stock appears to be shrinking,
demand has increased. Population growth, though modest, will create
the need for new housing.
■■ Growing visitation at Yellowstone National Park means more
employment, which leads to greater housing demand.
■■ Gardiner, like many communities with significant tourism economies,
has fewer average persons per house (1.44 vs Livingston’s 1.88), and
that number has been dropping. That is, more houses are required for
the same number of people.
■■ As noted in the HRDC Housing Needs Assessment, “seasonal and
vacation populations create a higher demand for rental housing that is
often not based on the economic conditions present in the community”.
■■ Even when housing is available, a significant housing affordability gap
exists in Gardiner. Upwards of 50% of Gardiner households cannot
afford current median rental prices and home sale prices.
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50%

Gardiner households
that cannot afford
current median
rental and home sale
prices

Gardiner Housing Supply
& Demand Trends
■■ According to the Census Bureau, from 2000 to
2010 owner-occupied housing grew by 25 units,
a 12% increase, while Gardiner’s population
increased by 3% in that period. Renter-occupied
units remained the same, at 203.
■■ That period’s increase in owner-occupied
housing would have covered population
growth, but vacant units grew by 34 during
this period, more than canceling out the 25unit growth in total housing.
■■ Most of the increase in vacant units was due
to homes used seasonally, which grew by
159% between 2000 and 2010.
■■ While current Census Bureau data on
population and housing is not as reliable as
the decennial (eg, 2000 and 2010) census for
unincorporated communities, its estimates
for population and housing during this period
show a population increase of 20% (875 –
1046) and a housing increase of only 9% (556
– 606).

Percent of Total Housing Stock
in Seasonal Use
Bozeman
Livingston
Gardiner
West Yellowstone
Whitefish
0%

■■ The number of short-term rentals increased
from HRDC’s 2015 count of 96. As of January
2019, the number of short-term rental listings
within Gardiner proper grew to 120, 25%
more than four years ago.
■■ Yellowstone National Park north entrance
visitation grew by 170,000 visitors between
2013 and 2018, an increase of 28%. This
increase likely contributes significantly to
housing demand. As visitation increases,
employment to service that growth grows,
leading to an increase in housing demand.
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$45,000

Housing Price Trends

household income
needed to affford
a median rental in
Gardiner

According to MLS data provided by Lori Hamilton with Berkshire Hathaway
HS Montana Properties, the median home sale price for 2018 in the
Gardiner area was $320,000. That is a significant decrease from 2015’s
$431,500. However, as of the date of this report, there are seven homes
listed for sale in Gardiner at a median price of $560,000.
Census Bureau home price data shows an increase
of 13% from 2015 to 2017, its latest figures. That
may be due to lower reliability of Census Bureau
figures, or it may be that the units not sold through
the MLS are at a lower price point.
Housing rental market rates appear to be a much
different story. The best rental data available is
the Gardiner Chamber of Commerce newsletter
advertising. A review of that advertising from
2012 to 2018 showed a decreasing number of
rentals with a higher price. Advertised rental rates
increased by 92% from 2012 to 2018, from a
median of $600 to $1,100.

Median Home Sale Prices
Census Bureau and MLS Data
500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
0

Census Bureau estimates for rental rates, which as
noted above are less reliable, show a much more
modest increase of 18% for that period.
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MLS Median Price

Housing Affordability Gaps
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Census Bureau Median Price

$60,000

The affordability of housing is determined by comparing area incomes
household income
with area home and rental prices. The typical standard for affordability is
needed to purchase
that a household should not spend more than 30% of its gross income on
a home in Gardiner
housing. Assuming the Chamber of Commerce rental ads (median price
$1,100) reflect overall market pricing, a household would need an income
of $45,000 to afford a median rental in Gardiner.
According to the most recent Census figures,
Rental Rates
an estimated 47% of Gardiner households have
Advertised
v
Census Bureau Estimates
incomes less than $50,000.
Using the 2018 MLS median home sale price of
$320,000, a household would need an income
of over $60,000 to afford to purchase a home.
Over 50% of Gardiner households fall under that
income threshold. If the current median home
for sale listings of $560,000 is closer to the going
rate moving forward, the number of households
unable to purchase a home in Gardiner is
dramatically higher.
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Gardiner Chamber of Commerce Newsletter
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Short-term Rentals
Short-term rentals are typically defined as a rental of a dwelling unit
for periods of less than one month. Some short-term rental platforms
include Airbnb, VRBO, and FlipKey. The number of short-term rentals has
grown considerably in the country and in Montana. This phenomenon is
especially prevalent in destination locations, such as Gardiner.
As noted above, the number of advertised short-term rentals in Gardiner
increased from 96 in 2015 to 120 in January 2019, a 25% increase. A
search of the wider Gardiner area – from Gardiner to Emigrant – showed
260 listings. The 2019 review included the platforms Airbnb, VRBO, and
FlipKey, with duplicate listings removed. Listings that would likely not be
used as long-term rentals, such as those listed as “hotel rooms”, were
also excluded from this count.

25%

Short-term rentals can have positive impacts on a community and
homeowners. They can provide a financial benefit for homeowners who
need help paying their mortgage. They could also increase Gardiner
Resort District revenues and lodging tax revenues at the state level.

increase in shortterm rentals in
Gardiner from
2015 to 2019

Short-term rentals can also have negative community impacts. They
reduce the number of long-term rentals and homes available for sale in a
community, resulting in a constrained housing supply that creates higher
housing prices.
In 2016, Whitefish, MT conducted a workforce housing needs
assessment and found that units occupied by year-round residents
dropped nearly 10 percent from 2000 to 2010, with much of the shift
attributed to second home buyers. In addition, more long-term rentals
are now limited to a six- to nine-month lease, allowing the owner to do
short-term rentals at higher rates during the summer months.
In addition, short-term rentals can disrupt neighborhoods. Homes that
were once lived in full-time become empty many days of the year,
creating “social holes” in neighborhoods.
The surveys conducted by both HRDC and
Nickerson reflect these concerns listed above.
Individual and business survey respondents
reported difficulty finding rental homes in
Gardiner due to a proliferation of short-term
rentals.
Several Montana communities have enacted
regulations regarding short-term rentals. The
approaches vary, often addressing issues such
as parking and room occupancy. Typically, they
also restrict short-term rentals to owner-occupied
homes only. That approach allows homeowners
to supplement their income, while having less
impact on housing supply.
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The Availability &
Cost of Land
Given that supply, along with demand, determines the
availability and affordability of housing, it is crucial that the
Gardiner housing stock grows. And of course, in order to build
new housing, land on which to build that housing must be
available. Unfortunately, surrounded by federal land and steep
slopes, and limited by the extent of its urban infrastructure,
Gardiner has an extremely confined area for new housing.
The map below shows how land available for new housing in
Gardiner is constrained. The area within the white boundary
is the Gardiner-Park County Water and Sewer District.
Yellowstone National Park is shown in red, and Forest Service
land is in green; potentially buildable areas are shown in
yellow.
The potential buildable area is further constrained by the
fact that most of it has already been built on. Some parts
within the yellow area do not contain structures and could
theoretically be developed for housing at urban densities,
which is required for affordable housing. For the purposes of
this report urban densities are greater than 1 home per acre,
but for the sake of affordability must be considerably greater
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Surrounded by
federal land and
steep slopes, and
limited by the
extent of urban
infrastructure,
Gardiner has
an extremely
limited area for
new housing.

than that. This analysis considered contiguous areas that are currently
without structures and:
• Are at least one-half acre in size.
• Do not contain slopes steeper than 10% grade.
• Are within the boundary of the Gardiner Water and Sewer District;
outside of the district densities would be limited to less than one home
per acre, which cannot support affordable housing.
The total acreage of lands meeting the criteria above equals roughly 25
acres. Assuming that homes (both single-family and multi-family) could
be built on these 25 acres, and at an average of 10 homes per acre, 250
homes could be constructed. That is probably many more units than are
needed to balance supply with demand at this time.
It should be stressed, however, that it is not known whether any of these
parcels would be available for sale to the private sector or non-profits for
building homes. The purpose of this analysis is merely to quantify the
amount of land that could potentially be available for home construction.
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The purpose of
this analysis is
merely to quantify
the amount of
land that could
potentially be
available for home
construction.

Housing Models
In Montana, private sector builders and non-profits, such as HRDC
in Bozeman and Homeword in Missoula, have completed innovative,
successful new housing development models that may serve as
models for Gardiner. Advanced designs and more efficient building
processes have led to more affordable and pleasant homes that,
while smaller than the typical suburban home, are right-sized to
community needs. Built to be energy efficient, smaller homes –
whether single-family detached or multi-family structures like condos
and apartments – would lessen the area needed for housing on
Gardiner’s limited land base, reduce infrastructure and construction
costs, and trim utility bills, all of which creates more affordability. A
few of these models are shown below.

A smaller (840 square
feet) market-priced
private sector-built home
in Bozeman.

A cluster of privatesector built, 495-squarefoot single-bedroom,
one-bathroom homes in
Missoula.
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A 150-square-foot house designed
and built in Montana State University
professor Ralph Johnson’s “Design
for the Community” class. The project
was completed in partnership with the
local faith community and the Human
Resource Development Council.
The MSU houses will also serve as
prototypes for 37 tiny houses that will
become part of a village for Bozeman’s
homeless.

Sweetgrass Commons, a 27unit apartment building in
Missoula that a two-person
household earning about
$14.20 an hour ($29,580 a
year) or less can afford. The
project was developed by
Homeward, a non-profit in
Missoula.

A small home “pocket
neighborhood” in Langley,
Washington.
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Working with an architect
and builder, HRDC devised
a plan to divide a leftover
lot in Bozeman into two
small lots. The project is
intended to test the tiny
home concept for market
demand/acceptance,
create comparable sales for
builders interested in similar
homes, and demonstrate
how awkward lots can be
maximized for affordable
housing.

Houses in the private-sector
built Annie Street Cottage
development in Bozeman are
approximately 1,000 square
feet with 2 bedrooms.

Built to be energy efficient, smaller homes – whether single-family
detached or multi-family structures like condos and apartments –
would lessen the area needed for housing on Gardiner’s the limited
land base, reduce infrastructure and construction costs, and trim
utility bills, all of which creates more affordability.
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Gardiner Housing Strategies
Many tools exist to address the need for affordable housing on both
the supply and demand sides. On the supply side, the community can
work to both increase the number of homes available for long-term rent
or purchase, and ensure that the current supply of that housing is not
diminished. On the demand side, while little can be done to alter the total
demand for housing, the community can work with partners in the nonprofit sector to provide various forms of assistance to low and moderate
income residents so they can afford to rent or purchase homes.
As part of their 2015 study, HRDC formulated an affordable housing
plan for Gardiner that contained a multi-pronged strategy. That plan
remains comprehensive and very relevant. It is excerpted below, with
recommendations for additional dialogue and action planning.

STRATEGY 1
Increase and preserve the supply of affordable housing.
Action Items:
1. Identify land appropriate for new development of rentals and ownership
units in affordable and market rate sectors. Work with non-profits such
as HRDC, MSU Extension, and private market developers to:

ȯȯ Identify site(s) for 8-12 subsidized rental units (approximately 1

acre with community water/sewer access for optimum subsidy
application competitiveness). Utilize Low Income Housing Tax Credit
program (and other subsidies as needed).

ȯȯ Identify site(s) for 5-7 income-restricted homes for purchase.

Provide subsidized homeownership via subordinate financing and/or
Community Land Trust model.

ȯȯ Identify site(s) for 15-18 market-rate year-round rentals.
ȯȯ Identify site(s) for 5-7 market-rate homes for purchase.
ȯȯ Identify site(s) for seasonal housing for 15-20 employees.
2. Use these sites to build 8-12 subsidized rental units targeted to yearround households earning less than $32,000/ year using Low Income
Housing Tax Credits (and other subsidies as needed).
3. Use these properties to build 5-7 affordable, income restricted for-sale
units targeted to households earning less than $60,000/year using the
Community Land Trust model to ensure long-term affordability.
4. Evaluate feasibility of securing Forest Service property for future
development. A recent example is the Town of West Yellowstone and
its acquisition of 80 acres from the Forest Service.
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5. Assist low and moderate-income families purchase homes
by providing intensive pre-purchase counseling, homebuyer’s
education, and down-payment assistance.
6. Utilize weatherization and energy assistance programs, such as
the Low Income Energy Assistance Program (LIEAP) to improve
efficiency of 15 existing units and lower monthly costs.
7. Utilize new models and creative design for subsidized and
market-rate housing, such as smaller homes, multi-family
housing, and accessory dwelling units.
8. Continue to investigate the housing cooperative model.
Montana State University Extension has been researching the
applicability of housing cooperatives to Gardiner.

A COMMUNITY LAND
TRUST (CLT) is a way
to build and maintain
permanently affordable
housing. The CLT
purchases land, then
leases the land for a fee
to people who purchase
houses built on the
land; the CLT retains
ownership of the land.
In exchange for getting
homes at below-market
prices, owners agree to
resale price restrictions
that keep homes
permanently affordable to
subsequent households
with similar income
levels. This model takes
escalating land prices
out of the housing cost
equation.

A HOUSING
COOPERATIVE is
housing owned by
a corporation, the
stockholders of which
are the residents of
the homes. Residents
purchase stock in the
corporation, which
entitles them to occupy
a house owned by the
cooperative. While
they do not own their
home, residents have an
absolute right to occupy
it for as long as they own
the stock.
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STRATEGY 2
Build organizational and financial capacity.
Action Items:
1. Adopt guidelines for the potential use of resort tax
funds. Provide guidance to community, developers,
and other stakeholders regarding use of those funds
to meet affordable housing goals. A bill has been
introduced in this year’s Montana Legislature that
would allow resort tax districts, including Gardiner’s,
to request voter approval for an additional 1% tax to
be applied to community affordable housing needs.
2. Facilitate discussions between employers to
coordinate housing development to meet seasonal
and year-round employee needs. It is clear that private
sector employers and federal government employers
must be part of the housing solution.
3. Develop and maintain a standing community housing
work group that coordinates with organizations
such as MSU Park County Extension and HRDC to
implement the housing plan.
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It is clear that
private sector
employers and
federal government
employers must be
part of the housing
solution.

STRATEGY 3
Consider local regulatory approaches to housing.
Action Items:
1. Evaluate alternatives that would allow the community of
Gardiner to have more influence over its future. Because it is
not incorporated as a town, the community of Gardiner by itself
has no regulatory options available to address housing needs or
the conversion of existing housing to other uses.
Development occurring in the area is currently subject to the
subdivision regulations of Park County. Subdivision regulations
exert some control over the design and infrastructure required
for subdivisions. They do not regulate what types of land
uses, such as commercial or residential or short-term rentals,
are allowed in which location, or the minimum size of lots, or
parking standards. By law, these are functions only zoning can
address.
One option for the community is to incorporate as a
municipality. Incorporation would allow Gardiner citizens to
create a land use plan for the community that would identify the
location and density of various land uses, such as residential and
commercial. That plan would be implemented through zoning
regulations in a municipal code. Incorporation would also make
the community eligible for state and federal housing assistance.
2. As an alternative action, the Gardiner community could
request that the Park County Commissioners work with local
citizens to create and adopt a land use plan and accompanying
zoning district for Gardiner. While that plan would be a Park
County zoning district subject to the authority of the County
Commissioners, it would allow the community to plan for and
exercise influence over its future, including its housing.
These alternatives should be compared for their costs and
benefits, along with the alternative of taking no local action. The
next section of the Gardiner Community Profile will examine
these alternatives in more detail.
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The Gardiner
community could
request that the
Park County
Commissioners
adopt a land
use plan and
accompanying
zoning district.

Conclusion
A housing market that provides choice
and affordability is central to a successful
community; the well-being of Gardiner’s
economy, and its residents, hinges on meeting
its housing challenges. The fundamental
characteristics of Gardiner’s housing market
– low availability and high prices due to
competing demands from an expanding
tourism economy and limited land and
infrastructure – availability mean that it is highly
unlikely that the free market itself will meet
these current, and future, challenges. It’s clear
that concerted, coordinated community-based
action is necessary.
Gardiner has many opportunities and resources
available to address its housing crunch.

Partners such as MSU Extension and local
housing experts, such as HRDC, stand ready to
assist. Creative financing tools are available, as
are innovative approaches, such as community
land trusts and housing coops. Newer design
models make smaller homes, and multi-family
housing, more livable and attractive. Most
importantly, the Gardiner community has an
extraordinary cadre of citizens committed to
developing and implementing effective actions.
Significant progress can be made in housing
in Gardiner – progress that will improve its
prosperity and the quality of life of its residents.
However, it is imperative that its housing
challenges be addressed immediately.

HERE IS HOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED
■■ Complete the on-line Community Survey on the Successful Gardiner website:
successfulgardiner.org and/or fill out the Successful Gardiner postcards which can be
obtained at the Wonderland Cafe and the Gardiner Market.
■■ Attend the Successful Gardiner Visioning Workshop on May 7 and 9, 2019.
■■ Reach out the Successful Gardiner Leadership Team and let them know what you think.
■■ Help create and implement the Gardiner Action Plan.
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